Computerway Food Systems is excited to showcase another labor-saving innovation in automated case scanning at the Atlanta, GA IPPE 2022!

The ACS system is a complete scanning solution that eliminates the labor required to manually scan cases onto pallets or into inventory. ACS automatically assigns cases to pallets and is capable of routing scanned items by pre-set criteria. Automatic Case Scanning links with Computerway R8 to allow accurate CFS pallet labels to be generated on the ACS Pallet printer.

- Reduce labor
- Nearly 100% pallet label info accuracy
- Improve inventory & shipping operations
- Automatically validate scannable barcodes and create accurate serialized pallets
- Direct or Reject specific products
- Validate and Report on production
- Locate and track any products, including in/out of VRT Freezer

Computerway Food Systems (CFS) is a world leader in integrated plant floor and enterprise-level information systems designed specifically for food manufacturing, processing and handling operations.

For inquiries please contact Computerway Food Systems at (336) 841.7289 or email us at sales@mycfs.com.
Learn about more CFS solutions at www.mycfs.com. | 2700 Westchester Drive, High Point, NC 27262